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Carrier trapping in colloidal nanocrystals represents a major energy loss mechanism for excitonic states crucial
to devices. Surprisingly little is known about the influence of the spin degree of freedom on the nature of these
intrinsic trap centers or the types of coupling that these states experience. Here, a pulsed microwave optically
detected magnetic resonance study is presented that aims to probe the interaction pathways existing between
shallow band-edge trap states and the deep-level emissive chemical defect states responsible for the broad,
low-energy emission common to CdS nanocrystals. Due to long spin coherence times (T2) of these states, Rabi
flopping detected in the luminescence under magnetic resonance provides access to information regarding the
modes of coupling of shallow-trapped electron-hole pairs, both of isolated species and of those in proximity to the
emissive defect. Corresponding optically detected spin-echo experiments expose an extraordinarily long intrinsic
spin coherence time (T2 ≈ 1.6 μs) for colloidal nanocrystals, and an electron spin-echo envelope modulation
indicative of local spin interactions. This effect provides opportunities for gaining the detailed chemical and
structural information needed in order to eliminate energy loss mechanisms during the synthetic process.
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Substantial advances in the fundamental understanding of
electronic states characterizing colloidal nanocrystals have
been made in recent years, which have facilitated the devel-
opment of novel and exciting device concepts based on this
unique material system. These proposed technologies range
from next-but-one-generation photovoltaics1 over multicolor
lasers2 to inkjet-printed LED displays on flexible substrates.3

Plaguing the further development of such devices has been the
existence of charge trap states and chemical defects,4,5 which
arise naturally during the conventional synthesis process but
provide strong alternative decay pathways6 for the desired
excitonic and multi-excitonic excited states. The origin of
these deleterious states has been attributed to surface dangling
bonds arising from ligand loss,7 incorrectly bonded passiva-
tion ligands,8 and crystalline defects such as vacancies and
adatoms.9,10 The effects of such states are readily detected
through observables of conventional optical probes, such as
by monitoring single-particle luminescence intermittency11–13

(i.e., “blinking”) and the broad, sub-band gap chemical defect
emission9,10,14 commonly observed independent of synthesis
technique or matrix employed.9,15–17 In fact, several fairly
complex models have been formulated in order to describe the
complexity witnessed in photoluminescence (PL) blinking18,19

and decay dynamics,20–22 which generally depend on certain
assumptions about the population and decay pathways of
both band-edge and trap or defect states and their respective
interactions. Even though these models go to great lengths in
order to describe the complex dynamics observed experimen-
tally, they are often not detailed enough, since they normally
do not account for the existence of multiple trap species,
as well as the possibility of both electron and hole traps,
which has recently been confirmed for at least one type of
nanocrystal.23 In general, very little is actually known about the
chemical nature of these trap states or the types of interactions
carriers experience within them since they are difficult to

address directly using optical techniques alone. Spin resonance
methods, on the other hand, are uniquely suited as a probe for
such states and have historically proven to be a powerful tool
in elucidating the chemical and electronic nature of charge
traps and structural defects in a wide range of semiconductor
systems.24–26

Here, we use pulsed optically detected magnetic resonance
(pODMR) in order to directly probe trapped carriers that
are associated with both band-edge and deep-level chemical
defect emission in wurtzite CdS nanocrystalline nanorods with
homogeneous dimensions of approximately 6 by 30 nm (the
synthesis details follow those of Ref. 17). It is well known that
band-edge excitons can be “shelved” in band-edge trap states,
leading to delayed PL at times much longer than the exciton
lifetime.21 We observe that these charge traps, which shelve the
primary exciton,27 are capable of interacting with both band-
edge excitonic states and the emissive deep-level chemical
defect. The former leads to emission from the quantum-
confined exciton, whereas the latter case of spectrally shifted
emission gives rise to a modification of the spin resonance
properties of the band-edge trap states. We explore the trap
states that are more directly associated with the chemical
defect emission process, demonstrating that these are highly
localized spatially with substantial dipolar coupling between
carrier spins, as is most clearly manifested in the appearance
of a half-field resonance. These states can be utilized as a
probe of the local environment through electron-spin echo
envelope modulation (ESEEM), which becomes possible due
to the extraordinarily long spin coherence time of carriers in
this state (T2 ≈ 1.6 μs) at 3.5 K.

The pODMR spin-resonance technique is limited by a
carrier’s lifetime within a particular state relative to the
timescale of spin mixing induced by a resonant microwave
pulse (∼10 ns). In this case, the trapping lifetime must be
long, and trapped carriers must directly feed one of the two
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primary emission channels, our observables for this material
system: that is, the excitonic band-edge emission at 464 nm and
the deep-level chemical defect emission at ∼635 nm.9 Optical
investigations of this defect emission in CdS nanocrystals,
both with10 and without9 surface charge modification, have
concluded that the emissive center is strongly related to surface
S2− and Cd2+ ion vacancies, which serve as electron and hole
traps, respectively, and likely form a defect cluster acting
as a color center.9 To confirm that the trap states do indeed
have sufficiently long lifetimes, we consider the PL decay
dynamics of an ensemble of CdS nanorods after an optical
excitation pulse. A sample of these nanocrystals is suspended
in a polystyrene block several microns thick, which is mounted
to the cold finger of a closed-cycle He cryostat operating at
21 K. Pulsed optical excitation is achieved with a 355-nm
diode laser, and the resultant PL spectrum is captured as
a function of time with a gated, intensified charge-coupled
device (ICCD) camera mounted to a spectrometer. Figure 1(a)
shows prompt (2-ns integration window) and delayed (10-μs
delay, 100-ns integration window) emission spectra, revealing
the two distinct emissive species: the narrow blue exciton band,
which dominates the prompt emission, and the broad red defect
band, which appears at longer times. Recording the spectral
decay after sub-nanosecond excitation allows confirmation
of the presence of long-lived trap states20–22 feeding these
two emission channels, which have distinct lifetimes, as seen
in Fig. 1(b). Besides the requirement for long lifetimes of
suitable carrier states, pODMR additionally calls for sufficient
lifetimes of the spin state (i.e., T1 should be larger than a few
nanoseconds), which is also satisfied for several of the trap
states existing in CdS.

For all pODMR measurements, a sample similar to the
above is fabricated, with CdS nanorods dispersed within an
optically inert, diamagnetic matrix. The sample is then held at
cryogenic temperatures within a He flow cryostat and a suitably
damped (low-Q) dielectric Flexline resonator of a Bruker
E580 pulsed electron paramagnetic resonance spectrometer.
Continuous-wave (c.w.) optical excitation is carried out with
an Ar+ laser tuned to 457.9 nm, which is almost resonant with
the band gap of CdS nanorods of this diameter (6 nm). As
band-edge excitonic states are generated optically, they have
some probability of becoming localized to the shallow trap
states that are nearly iso-energetic with the band gap or losing
energy and becoming associated with a deeper lying chemical
defect. Once charge carriers become trapped, they can either
detrap and return to excitonic states, feed into nearby deep-
level chemical defect states, interact with subsequent optical
excitations through an Auger process, or simply thermalize to
the ground state. These processes are spin dependent, so that
spin manipulation in the course of pODMR experiments can be
observed through transient photoluminescence experiments.
In the present work, we focus on the spin-dependent emission
characteristics of the deep-level defect by first controlling the
light emission through coherent spin excitation and then using
this effect as a probe of the intermediate states involved in
populating the defects and their respective environments.

Optical detection of spin resonance becomes possible by
inducing a magnetic resonant spin manipulation of optically
active charge carrier pairs. Magnetic resonance is achieved by
applying an external magnetic field (∼0.34 T) to the sample

FIG. 1. (Color online) Time-resolved luminescence of CdS
nanorods exhibiting long-lived dual emission fed by trap states.
(a) Prompt (0–2-ns integration window) and 10-μs-delayed (10–10.1-
μs integration window) optical emission spectra of nanorods confined
in a thin polymer matrix film after 0.7-ns pulsed excitation from a
355-nm diode laser at 21 K. Prompt emission is dominated by band-
edge exciton recombination, whereas the broad, red luminescence
channel appearing at longer delay times is attributed to deep-level
chemical defect states. The light blue (light gray) and red (dark
gray) regions denote the spectral bandwidth of collection filters
used for luminescence channel isolation in the pODMR experiments.
Vertical blue- and red-dashed lines mark the spectral positions used
to demonstrate the existence of long-lived trap states feeding each
emission channel, as is evident by the long power-law-like PL decays
given in panel (b). The detection gate integration window of the ICCD
used for each step in time delay was: 2 ns for 0–510 ns; 20 ns for
0.51–2.0 μs; 100 ns for 2.0–10 μs; 1.0 μs for 10–20 μs. The inset
shows a transmission electron micrograph illustrating the high quality
of CdS nanocrystalline nanorods.

and then matching the resulting Zeeman separation of its
energy eigenstates with a pulsed microwave field (∼9.8 GHz,
with the frequency held constant in all measurements). The
resulting resonant change in mutual spin identity for the carrier
pair is then reflected by changes in PL intensity, either as an
enhancement or as a quenching of the emission channel,28 as
observed by acquisition from a low-noise photodiode (FEMTO
LCA-S-400K-SI). In principle, individual trapping species can
be fully resolved since the resonance condition for each type
is unique and corresponds to the effective Landé g-factor
of that state. In order to differentiate between trap species
that play a role in separate emission processes, pODMR
is performed on each of the two CdS nanorod emission
channels by using optical selection filters [spectral bandwidths
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indicated in Fig. 1(a)]. This general process of excitation,
charge trapping or localization on a defect, and electron spin
resonance (ESR) of optically active carriers is schematically
depicted in Fig. 2(a). The results of this spectrally resolved
pODMR can be seen for each emission channel in Figs. 2(b)
and 2(d), where the resonant change in PL intensity, plotted
on a color scale, is shown as a function of magnetic field
strength and time after the microwave pulse. The temporally
integrated magnetic field dependence of differential PL yields
the resonance spectra in Figs. 2(c) and 2(e).

The resonance spectrum for shallow band-edge trap states
detected through the band-edge excitonic emission, shown in
Fig. 2(c), comprises three primary Gaussian resonances, two
narrow and one broad, which all lead to PL quenching. The
effects of linewidth broadening and our choice of the Gaussian
lineshape have been described in our previous work on the
topic.23 It is important to note that the g-factors reported for
quantum confined systems are shifted with respect to their
counterparts in bulk materials, provided resonances can at all
be detected. Because quantum size effects change energy level

FIG. 2. (Color online) Correlating trap states with spectrally dependent ODMR. (a) Optical excitation near the band edge populates the
lowest exciton state. This exciton either recombines radiatively, localizes to shallow trap states (light gray lines), or dissipates to the chemical
defect (thick black lines inside CB and VB). Long carrier trapping lifetimes allow for use of ESR in changing the mutual spin configuration of
trapped charge pairs, modulating optically “bright” and “dark” population ratios and thereby affecting the resultant PL intensity from each of the
two emission channels. (b) Spin resonance mapping and (c) resonance spectrum for shallow trap states affecting band-edge exciton emission;
(d) and (e), the same for defect emission. Multiple resonances (i.e., optically active carrier states) are observed through each emission channel.
Two resonances (g1 ≈ 2.00 and g3 ≈ 1.85) are found to be common to both emission channels, indicating that both band-edge excitons and
emissive chemical defects interact with the same species of shallow band-edge trap states. (f) and (g) These two resonances arise due to a
coupled carrier pair (i.e., electron and hole), as evidenced by the correlations in resonance peak areas and temporal dynamics for each emission
channel. Peaks g1 and g3 have the same areas and exhibit identical dynamics. The dynamics of the broad-resonance g2 [band-edge emission,
black line in panel (f)] and the superimposed resonances g4 and g5 [defect emission, black line in panel (g)] differ from those of the respective
carrier pairs (resonances g1 and g3, blue and red/dark gray dotted lines, respectively). Data were acquired under steady-state optical excitation
after application of a single microwave pulse of approximately 800 ns duration. The quoted precision of the g-factors arises from the Gaussian
fit to the resonance lineshape.
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separation, spin-orbit mixing of excited and ground states
is also affected by quantum confinement, leading to some
deviation in g-value.29,30 The broad central resonance (g2 ≈
1.96) is likely due to a single carrier whose wavefunction is par-
tially delocalized over the nanorod, thus experiencing a large
distribution of hyperfine and strain fields. Since, in contrast
to the mechanism described below, there is no indication of a
pair process for resonance g2, we speculate that PL quenching
here arises because of an Auger mechanism involving an
exciton and a single trapped charge,23 in analogy to models
of blinking in single nanocrystals.11–13 The two narrower
resonances (g1 ≈ 2.00 and g3 ≈ 1.85) have been attributed
to spin- 1

2 carriers localized to the surface of the nanocrystal,23

which limits the range of magnetic environments experienced
by the spins and thus the degree of environmental spectral
broadening. An interesting aspect of these two narrow features
is that they have the same resonance area, which describes
the probability of the resonant species undergoing a spin-
resonant transition followed by some form of optical activity.
Additionally, as shown in Fig. 2(f), the two peaks exhibit
exactly the same time dynamics after a microwave pulse.
We conclude that the two peaks must correspond to electron
and hole resonances. Since the two carriers in the pair are
correlated by spin-dependent recombination, the resonance of
either of these two species leads to the same overall change in
“bright-to-dark” exciton population ratio; once perturbed, the
system evolves freely to a steady-state condition in exactly the
same way at the two magnetic fields (i.e., for the two g-factors).
This equality of resonant area and time dynamics makes a
firm case for these carriers constituting a coupled state. By
analysis of the frequency components observed in coherent
Rabi oscillations of the spin species it can be shown that
these signatures arise from trapped carrier pairs experiencing
negligible exchange and magnetic dipole-dipole interactions,
but which are still strongly coulombically bound.23 Since
the external magnetic field lifts the degeneracy, the mutual
spin orientation in the pair assumes either singlet or triplet
character, but only while these carriers remain trapped and
localized. Upon detrapping to band-edge exciton states, this
effective singlet-triplet character becomes projected onto the
higher spin multiplicity that characterizes the excitonic fine
structure.31,32 Therefore, changing the singlet to triplet content
of trapped carrier pairs will modify the probability of moving
the carrier pair back into one of the three radiative spin-allowed
(“bright”) or two spin-forbidden (“dark”) exciton levels. Ulti-
mately, this conversion of spin multiplicity under resonance
changes the overall bright-to-dark-state exciton population
ratio once detrapping has occurred. Similar dependencies on
mutual spin orientation exist for the emissive defect center,
although we note that no information is available on the nature
of its excitonic fine structure. The remainder of this work
focuses on the spin-resonant dynamics observed in emission
from this deep-level trap center.

The magnetic resonance spectrum detected under emission
from the defect in Fig. 2(e) exhibits four PL enhancement,
rather than quenching, processes. Upon fitting the resonance
structure, the same two coupled states that were observed
under detection of the band-edge emission channel (g1 ≈ 2.00
and g3 ≈ 1.85)23 are also found to be present in resonant
modulation of the defect emission, even though these are

spectrally entirely distinct species. PL quenching of the
band-edge emission under resonance correlates directly with
PL enhancement of the defect emission. This conclusion is
based not only on the equality of g-factors, but also, as
before, on the identity of resonance areas and free-evolution
dynamics, summarized in Figs. 2(f) and 2(g). Apparently,
as carriers within the shallow band-edge traps (the exciton
“shelving” states) are placed in a mutual spin configuration
corresponding to a “dark” state, the probability of charge
transfer or relaxation to the emissive defect site is increased.33

Two important consequences are implied by this result. First
is that both electrons and holes are transferred to the emissive
defect deep-level trap, suggesting that it is actually a defect
cluster that can trap both carriers. Second, this mechanism
serves as a direct observation of a circumvention process
for the phonon bottleneck problem34 of both carrier types.
The additional two resonances composing the primary central
feature in the spectrum have previously received limited
attention within continuous wave ODMR investigations.24

In bulk crystalline CdS, it was found that the pronounced
lineshape anisotropies of multiple resonances indicate that this
emissive defect is indeed a type of donor-acceptor complex24

that can accommodate both carriers. In contrast, in CdS
nanoparticles, this resonance was purported to arise due to
strong carrier-pair exchange coupling.25

Additional information on the nature of these spin states
responsible for the ODMR signal of the deep-level defect can
be gained by observing coherent spin motion arising during
application of powerful magnetic resonant excitation. Specifi-
cally, both spin multiplicity35 and exchange36 and dipolar37,38

interactions leave their imprint on the frequency components
of resonantly induced spin-Rabi oscillations. Transitions be-
tween different Zeeman-split ms levels produce well-defined
frequency components in the Rabi oscillations independent of
the driving field amplitude, whereas components due to inter-
actions depend on the type of interaction and vary with field
strength. By sequentially driving the carriers between bright-
and dark-state spin configurations during Rabi flopping,
coherent nutation for each of the primary resonance features is
demonstrated in Fig. 3. Figure 3(a) illustrates the coherent spin
propagation scheme employed. Under detection of the defect
emission, PL-spin Rabi flopping is shown in the inset of panel
b for the two individual resonance peaks, g1 (blue, light gray)
and g3 (red, dark gray), and in the inset of panel c for the
overlapping peaks g4 and g5 together (black). The correspond-
ing Fourier transform of the raw data is displayed in the main
figures of panels b and c with a frequency scale normalized to
the free-electron-spin nutation frequency, which is given by the
product of the gyromagnetic ratio (γ ≈ 28.024 GHz/T) and
the strength of the driving microwave field (B1 ≈ 1 mT). The
frequency spectrum of such a decaying oscillation exhibits
a swept frequency response about the primary frequency
component.39 As we reported previously, when coherent spin
precession for the g1 and g3 resonances is read out through the
band-edge emission channel,23 there is no signature of either
exchange or dipolar interactions, and the spin multiplicity for
each carrier is unambiguously S = 1/2. Surprisingly, when
the same trapped carrier pairs are probed coherently, but
instead information on Rabi flopping is accessed through the
deep-level chemical defect emission rather than the band-edge
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Rabi oscillations as a probe of carrier
interactions, detected in the low-energy defect emission: evidence
for dipolar coupling. (a) Coherent Rabi oscillations are driven by
a microwave field, which reversibly nutates the spin pair between
optically bright and dark mutual spin configurations, enabling read-
out of the spin state through the emission intensity. (b) and (c) Fourier
transform of the Rabi oscillations of the emissive defect resonances
g1 and g3 [as identified in Fig. 2(e)] and of the convoluted resonances
g4 and g5. The insets show the measured Rabi oscillations in the time
domain. The frequency components observed in panel (b) indicate the
occurrence of dipolar coupling, whereas those in panel (c) are difficult
to assign because of the convolution of multiple resonances. (d) The
half-field resonance confirms the existence of dipolar coupling for at
least one of the full-field signals.

recombination channel, a clear deviation from the previously
observed23 frequency of γB1 is found in Fig. 3. Since the
spin multiplicity of uncoupled charge carriers cannot lead to a
frequency component lower than γB1, some change in mutual
spin interaction between the two carriers must have occurred.
Also, an exchange interaction produces multiple frequency
components,36 not a single low-frequency component as seen

here. Therefore, it can be concluded that dipolar interaction
has been increased for these two trap states.37,38 This change
in character is likely induced by the spatial proximity of
the trap to the emissive defect cluster; the local structural
environment of the surface is significantly altered by the
S2− and Cd2+ vacancies,40 thereby perturbing the more
shallow trap states as well. This structural effect is witnessed
by the subtle change in linewidth of a few milliteslas for each
of these resonances when going from band-edge emission
detection to defect emission detection (see the Gaussian fits of
the lineshapes in Figs. 2(f) and 2(g); for band-edge emission,
widths w1 = 5.7 mT and w3 = 8.6 mT; for defect emission,
w1 = 6.7 mT and w3 = 5.8 mT). By monitoring the g1 and g3

resonances through defect emission, we therefore probe only
that subset of shallow trap states that is both spatially and
energetically associated with the deep cluster defect, thereby
modifying the linewidths of the resonance slightly.

The Rabi oscillations taken at the central (g4 and g5)
resonance feature display a strong frequency component at
γB1 (Fig. 3(c)), as well as at both higher and lower frequencies.
Interpreting such information is made difficult because the
resonance structure being probed actually involves a combina-
tion of resonant features (the broad g5 ≈ 1.93 and the sharper
g4 ≈ 1.94 species). Even if the frequency components of each
resonance differ, they will become inseparably convoluted
without higher order measurement techniques (such as high-
field ESR with control of the crystalline axis, shifting each
resonance through orientation-specific crystal field splitting).
This convolution will only occur, though, for resonances where
each feature experiences a sufficiently long coherence time to
allow us to measure Rabi oscillations in the experiment (i.e., for
T2 � 10 ns). Consequently, determining whether convolution
of the dynamics of resonance species is a factor in the transient
spectroscopy requires knowledge of coherence times. If the T2

for each of these two resonances differ even slightly, then this
should be discernible as a double-exponential decay in a Hahn
spin-echo experiment. Such an experiment is described below,
confirming convolution of resonance species.

The conclusion that the two satellite features (g1 and g3)
of the pair process experience dipolar coupling, as inferred
from the harmonics observed in the Rabi oscillations, can be
tested by the prediction of another dipolar coupling–induced
resonance at approximately half-field (ghf ≈ 4). The spectrum
in Figs. 3(d) and 3(e), recorded at half the Zeeman splitting,
shows that such a resonance is indeed observed. This type
of (dipole-forbidden) transition provides evidence of dipolar
interactions arising from the S = 1 content in at least one
set of the full-field transitions. In principle, the features
of such a resonance can be used to help establish a rough
estimate of spin-pair distances, but information on the
corresponding full-field signal is also required (i.e., g-factor,
lineshape anisotropy, and spin-orbit coupling tensor), which
is lacking here due to the presence of multiple resonances
and their respective convolutions. Finally, we note that there
is no detectable half-field signal associated with the ODMR
spectrum gained by monitoring the CdS band-edge emission.
Strong dipolar coupling of the spin pairs can therefore only
arise when these pairs are associated with emission from
the deep-level defect, implying that in such species, trapped
electron and hole states are spatially strongly correlated.
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Hahn spin-echoes revealing slow dephasing, detected in the low-energy defect PL. (a) The conventional Hahn-echo
pulse sequence is modified for pODMR to place the remaining state polarization into an optically observable state. (b) The decay of the spin
echo recorded in defect emission for the center resonance feature [i.e. the convolution of peaks g4 and g5, as labeled in Fig. 2(e)] is biexponential,
suggesting the involvement of two independently resonant carriers under the same resonance condition, but with distinct dephasing pathways.
The very long coherence time of one of these carriers in effect allows probing of the corresponding chemical environment, leading to an
electron-spin echo envelope modulation (ESEEM) of the signal. (c) ESEEM signal with the biexponential decay removed; (d) corresponding
Fourier transform.

In order to gain insight into the nature of spin relaxation
of the resonance about g = 1.94, we use the Hahn spin-
echo pulse sequence as outlined schematically in Fig. 4(a).
In conventional pulsed ESR experiments, the Hahn-echo
sequence is employed as a two-pulse series consisting of
an initialization and an inversion pulse. For the purpose of
pODMR Hahn echoes, we have extended this technique by a
third pulse, a spin-projection (readout) pulse. Because ODMR
spectroscopy probes spin permutation symmetry states rather
than spin polarization (as in conventional ESR), this adaptation
places the configuration of the rephasing spin ensemble back
into an observable state (i.e., an optically bright or dark mutual
spin configuration).

The results of this measurement procedure confirm that
two long-coherence states are indeed probed at the broad
resonance about g = 1.94 (i.e., g4 and g5), leading to an
observed double-exponential decay of the echo magnitude as
a function of interpulse delay time, as shown in Fig. 4(b).
Remarkably, the coherence of the longer lived spin species

persists into the microsecond timescale. Such long coherence
times are reminiscent of diamond nitrogen-vacancy centers.
Even in diamond, coupling to nearby defects41 can cause
charge fluctuations42 and spin dephasing. Such processes also
likely occur here. Nevertheless, this particularly long-lived
spin state in semiconductor nanocrystals could find utility
in quantum information processing and quantum-enhanced
sensing schemes.43 We note that correlating each of the two
coherence time components in the measured composite spin-
echo decay to a respective magnetic resonance could be made
possible with selective resonance detection using electron spin
echoes observed beyond the shorter coherence lifetimes (i.e.,
by temporally gating out the shortest lived component).

Additional information on the immediate chemical environ-
ment of the spin state can be gained from the long-lived spin
coherence. The pronounced modulation present in the echo
decay envelope in Fig. 4(b) arises due to interactions between
the spin of a trapped carrier and its local environment. Such an
effect is referred to as ESEEM.44,45 Figure 4(c) shows the
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pure contribution of the echo signal due to ESEEM, with
the biexponential echo decay removed. The corresponding
Fourier transform of the ESEEM oscillations are given in
panel d for illustration purposes. In the present case, in which
a strong ESEEM component is observed at about 1.5 MHz,
we conclude that ESEEM arises either due to hyperfine
coupling with cadmium nuclear magnetic moments or dipolar
coupling with a nearby carrier. Differentiation between these
two cases is at present complicated due to the ambiguity of
dipolar and hyperfine interaction strengths. Nonetheless, the
modulation of the echo signal demonstrates the potential of
using long-coherence states in colloidal nanocrystals as a local
probe of the defect’s exact chemical environment.

In this study, we have shown how pODMR can be used as a
probe of the nature and environment of distinct charge trap and
emissive chemical defect states in CdS nanorods. Particular at-
tention has been paid to describing the spin-resonant dynamics
involved in the deep-level chemical defect emission common
to CdS nanocrystals. It was found that shallow trap states
that interact with band-edge excitons also provide a relaxation
channel to the lower-lying emissive defect state. However,
only those band-edge states that control emission through the
low-energy defect states show significant dipolar coupling,
which is detectable both through the full magnetic field
Rabi oscillations and the half-field resonance. This coupling
indicates that the states within these band-edge carrier pairs are
of much closer proximity than the states which lead to band-
edge recombination, where no dipolar coupling is identified.

Hahn spin-echo measurements detected in the emission of
the defect itself expose an extraordinarily long spin coherence
lifetime. At T2 ≈ 1.6 μs at 3.5 K, this value is surprisingly high
for colloidal nanocrystals, even compared with magnetically
doped particles.44 Additionally, the ESEEM signal can provide
the valuable chemical and structural insight needed to engineer
this well-known14 yet incompletely characterized emissive
defect out of the CdS nanocrystal synthesis process. Finally,
we note the astonishing likeliness between some of the
spin-dependent photophysics of semiconductor nanocrystals
described here and previously reported23 spin coherence
phenomena in organic semiconductors, in particular relating to
the g ≈ 2.00 resonance and the extraordinary spin coherence
time seen in spin echo measurements.46 This similarity likely
relates to the clear correspondence in magnetoresistance and
magnetoluminescence experiments between films of organic
semiconductors47 and inorganic nanocrystals,48 which in turn
can be attributed to hyperfine field-mediated pair processes.
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